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ABSTRACT

"When Religion and Philosophy Meet: A Comparison of the Theology of the
Unity School of Christianity with the Classical Aristotelian Worldview." A
Thesis by Jeffrey Michael Jackson, submitted to the University of Richmond
in candidacy for the degree of Master of Arts in History, May 2006.
Thesis advisor Dr. Hugh West.

The Unity School of Christianity's theology shares key characteristics with Aristotle's
philosophical worldview, which have enabled it to meet the challenges of twentieth
century America. Unity was founded in 1889 by Charles and Myrtle Fillmore in Kansas
C}ty, and has become a thriving religious movement in the United States and worldwide.
A comparison of Unity's theology with Aristotle's philosophy finds that both share a
pragmatic focus on physical life and its attributes instead of an afterlife; both accept the
world as inherently good in nature; and both see underlying order and interconnection in
the world. Both also see purpose in the world and its life, and require people to exercise
intellect and intuition to achieve their purpose, which brings them closest to attaining
divinity. These characteristics best suited Unity for twentieth century America just as
Aristotle's philosophy succeeded only in other successful, intellectually advanced
civilizations throughout history.

I certify that I have read this thesis and find that, in scope and quality, it satisfies
the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts.

Hugh West, Ph.D., Thesis Advisor

Robert C. Kenzer, Ph.D.
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Introduction
"For though we have little grasp of eternal things, it brings us because of their great
worth more pleasure than all we know of what is about." 1

Faith versus rationality has been a dominant theme in American cultural history
since before the founding of the United States as an independent nation. During the late
nineteenth century, two religious pioneers closely observed the perpetual battle between
religion and science in the United States, fiercely waged during their lifetime and still
ongoing in American society today, and quietly developed their own unique answer to it.
Today, the religious movement they launched out of their own cramped parlor in 1889
counts more than 170,000 active congregants in over one thousand ministries worldwide,
the majority within the United States. 2 It also wields an influence over American society
far out of proportion to its active membership, through its considerable prayer and
publishing services. Its prayer ministry responds to over two million prayer requests each
year. Its publishing house is one of the largest religious ones in the Midwest, counting
circulation of over one million for just one of its publications, Daily Word, which is
printed in nine languages and distributed in 175 countries? In other words, between its
publications and prayer requests, over six times more people than are active in this
religious movement are exposed and affected by its message. It calls itself simply Unity.
1

Aristotle, De Partibus Animalium 1.5.644b23-645a31, as quoted in John Herman Randall, Jr., Aristotle
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1960), 221. All classical works referenced in this paper were
authored by Aristotle.
2
Neal Vahle, The Unity Movement- its Evolution and Spiritual Teaching (Philadelphia: Templeton
Foundation Press, 2002), xiv.
3
Ibid, xiii.
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For a movement with such a widespread influence, Unity is not well known in
American society. People often conflate Unity with the Unitarian Church, a completely
different organization. Consequently, Unity has attracted a disproportionately small
amount of attention from established American theological and academic communities,
one of the main reasons, along with my own personal interest, for this study.

Twentieth century American society introduced a number of new challenges to
religion. A population explosion fueled in large part by multiple waves of immigration
brought corresponding cultural and ethnic diversity that demanded religious
accommodation, and growing social mobility and exponentially improved
communications methods weakened community and geography-based constraints on
worship and encouraged independent thought and personal choice. The changes in
communications, demographics and transportation also challenged traditional local,
national, and ethnic barriers with a more globalized conceptual framework for
considering human life, which for some expanded naturally to include a view of
spirituality which integrated physical life and the divine much more closely than
traditional Platonic-based Christianity. Simultaneously, desk and service jobs plus labor
saving technology eliminated much of the back breaking agricultural and industrial
manual labor that dominated so many people's lives, and breakthroughs in both medical
and household technology dramatically improved people's quality of life and extended
their longevity. These fundamental changes in living conditions effectively pulled
people's focus away from an afterlife, which often served as the final hope of peace and

